Not Tasks Accomplished… Faces. Stories.
CHERYL KAYE WISNER’S MONTHLY UPDATE
LATE SUMMER 2016

Dear Family and Friends,
These past four years that I have spent at Justice For All have been some
of the most formative of my life. As I reflect on this time of laboring to end
abortion and share the love of Jesus, I do not see a list of tasks accomplished –
instead, I see faces of people that I’ve met. I hear their stories replaying in my
mind. I praise God again for the work I saw Him do around me. Yes, this is
what I will remember. I will remember the work of God in the people I was
given the gift of loving. And I will remember how that changed me for the
better. See pictured on the next page three young women I met at Colorado
State University in April – I will remember them.
Recently, I discerned that it is time for me to step away from working at
JFA. This decision has been a hard one in which I have had to seek much
counsel and rely heavily on the trustworthiness of God. I will always be
supportive of the mission of training thousands to make abortion unthinkable
for millions, one person at a time, and I hope to continue to volunteer with
JFA in the future.
I want to take this time to thank you, my prayer partners and financial
supporters. I could not have invested myself like I have the last four years had
it not been for your care for me as a person. In large part, you are the reason
The JFA team: I love these people!
that I have hundreds of faces, names, and stories in my mind. You are the
reason that I am now able to defend my view on abortion and Truth to those who doubt because I’ve had the opportunity to
practice at JFA over and over again. I can’t say thank you enough for coming alongside me to make all of this possible.
The team at JFA will continue to update you about JFA’s work, and I ask that you continue to support JFA in the future. I
suggest you consider supporting my friend and fellow JFA trainer Jon Wagner (who is also married to my dear friend Corinn) or
the new Intern Scholarship Fund at JFA. See www.jfaweb.org/ck-wisner-support-suggestions for some personal thoughts about
both designations. Thank you for your support of my work and the mission of JFA! Note that what is left of the funds that have
been given to support my JFA work will be used to help pay for my future JFA trips or to help other JFA staff members do the
same work I did at JFA: training pro-life advocates and creating dialogue with pro-choice advocates at outreach events.
As for my future plans, I will be spending the next few months in Colorado working at Summit’s fall program, Summit
Semester. I have thoroughly enjoyed my time working at the Summit Summer program, and I am happy to continue to serve
Summit for the time being. The opportunity to work at Summit Semester came shortly after my decision to end my time with
JFA. I am amazed and thankful for how God provides our next steps right when we need them!
In some ways, I’m not sure how to conclude this – my last JFA newsletter. I think I want to conclude with you knowing two
things: first, you are loved by me, but most importantly by God. Secondly, may God receive all of the glory for the great things
He has done!
Onward and Upward,

P.S. Don’t forget to check out one final JFA story from me on the next page! Would you consider placing it on your
refrigerator as a reminder to pray with me this month for these girls and all of the people I’ve spoken to during JFA outreaches?
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“Would You Like to Color with Me?”

Colorado State University, April 2016

We turned some of the Art of Life Exhibit panels* into coloring pages and then set up a coloring station.
That quickly became my new favorite spot to start conversations at our outreach event. (I’ve asked many
questions in front of Justice For All exhibits, but “Would you like to color with me?” was new.) My second
conversation that took place at our coloring station was with three high school girls who were just visiting
Colorado State University for the day. As we added our own unique spin on classic pieces of art, I learned about
their views on abortion. At the beginning of the conversation, one of the three girls was pro-life, but by the end
of the conversation all three girls were pro-life! My favorite part of the conversation happened when I talked to
the girls about how we have equal rights because we are human and how the unborn should have the same equal
rights because she is human as well. With wide eyes the girls looked at me, and one of them exclaimed, “Well, I
guess I have to be pro-life now!”
- CK Wisner
* See www.jfaweb.org/july-2016 for pictures of The Art of Life and our other new exhibit, Stop and Think. See
www.jfaweb.org/photos for more pictures of our conversations with students during our recent CSU and
UCLA outreach events.
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